Unlocking Coastal Heritage
Berry Camp, Branscombe
The site comprises Berry Cliff Camp, an Iron Age hillfort
and an adjoining prehistoric field system. Both occupy a
plateau of land at Littlecombe Hill, Branscombe and are
Scheduled Monuments. While neither are presently on the
EH Heritage at Risk Register, both are suffering from cliff
top and visitor erosion. The proposed investigations will
therefore provide a detailed record of the monument prior
to any further substantial loss.
This section of East Devon Coast is part of the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site,
which is also a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). The South West Coast Path
(SWCP) passes through the monument and
field system running parallel with the cliff edge. The proposed survey area lies
between 123-127mOD and is currently permanent pasture, with some scrub
encroachment along the cliff edge, the earthwork banks of the hillfort and the barrow
group to the west. The underlying solid geology comprises chalk (British Geological
Survey online 2011).

Banks and ditches cleared

Clearance started, 8 ft high gorse cut back to reveal the archaeology.

Results of archaeological recording
Archaeological recording was carried out at Berry Cliff Camp prior to consolidation
of the South West Coast Path where it runs through the site. The camp is an Iron
Age hillfort that is designated as a Scheduled Monument (No. 29637). At Berry Cliff
Camp the archaeological investigations comprised two elements: a geophysical survey
of the camp and surrounding fields and a recording of exposed archaeological
deposits along the SWCP.
Consolidation works were carried out at the western end of the hillfort where the
SCWP passes through the western defences of the camp. At this location visitors are
channelled through a kissing gate. Here the defences comprise inner (eastern) and
outer (western) ramparts separated by a silted-up ditch. There is no evidence for a
second ditch on the outside of the outer rampart. The ramparts (and nearby coastal
cliff edge) are covered in dense vegetation, which in part prohibited detailed survey.
The SCWP forms a gap through the vegetation, and is consequently fairly narrow,
being between 0.60m and 1m wide.
On the path the topsoil has largely been eroded leaving patches of grey-brown
waterlogged mud. The erosion has exposed ‘subsoil’ deposits of pale yellow and
yellow-brown clay with flint inclusions, which was particularly visible where the path
crossed the ramparts. Where the path crossed the inner rampart a line of three large
flint blocks, measuring between 150-300mm long, were exposed (Plates 1 and 2).
Their position appears to be within the centre of the rampart, and they are likely to
form part of the core material. Another line of three, smaller stones, measuring
between 100-150m long, were exposed within the outer rampart, and again
represent core material (Plates 3 and 4). No finds were recovered.
The survey identified that the defences on the eastern side of the hillfort do not
continue to the south of the SWCP (as depicted on current Ordnance Survey
mapping), and that the area has suffered localised cliff falls in the recent past. Limited
areas of the core of both the inner and outer ramparts had been exposed through
erosion on the SWCP and were recorded. These deposits comprised redeposited
subsoil with flints, which corresponds with the observations made during a RCHME
earthwork survey of the camp in 1989.

An interpretation board has been prepared to explain the history and the
archaeology of the site to coast path users. The text was prepared by local historians
and edited by the County Archaeologist. Illustrations from the work of local Victorian
antiquarian Peter Orland Hutchinson and commissioned diagrams were incorporated
into an A1 board, which is mounted onto a kissing gate on the Coast Path.
Pdf’s of the interpretation board will also be uploaded on to the East Devon AONB
website so that people can view this prior to walking the route or subsequently if
they wish reminding. This board also sits on the route of the Mason’s Trail and
visitors to the site are encouraged to follow the trail when visiting this section of
coast path.

